A shape morphism F from X to Y will be interpreted in the sense of Holsztyriski [2] . That is, for each ANR P and each homotopy class of maps In § § 4, 5, and 6 of this paper, this association is shown to be a bijection.
First we give two lemmas.
2. Lemma. Suppose P is an ANR and ß eCov(P).
There is a y £ Cov(P) such that, given f y-continuous from a space X to P, there is an a eCov(X) and a continuous g from v{a) to P satisfying ii., then /(x) and g (c/>a(x)) e V.' so / and gcf>a ate /S-close and /3-homotopic by the /3-homotopy H from X x I to P defined as: H(x, t) = ritg'cpAx) + (1 -<)/(*)) for x e X, I e /.
3. Lemma. // P is an ANR ¿Aere z's an a eCov(P) szzc/> í/jízí cz72y two continuous functions from a space X to P which are a-homotopic are homotopic. to P which are a-homotopic. Then there is a finite sequence of a-continuous functions [/.: 0 < l: .< n\ from X to P such that fQ = g, / = h, and /. is a-close to /_j for 1 .< i .< n. Using §2, choose g. continuous with g . a -close to /. for 1 < 1 < n -1. Let ga = g and g = h. Then g. is a -close to g ._ , for 1 < 1 < n and so g is homotopic to /7. Suppose further that, using §2, we have an a eCov(Y) and a continuous function e from X to iXa ) so that a <a,a < ó ~ (y ) and g is°7 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
